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Antarctica 1: Message from Mike Antarctica 2:  My wish for Rougher 
weather came true 

Dear All 
Forgive the potted e-mail to everyone but we 
have very limited e-mail access so going down a 
sort of blog mode sending this to the minimum 
number of people who know others who may 
wish to see it. 
 
It’s now just over 4 days since we left Cape 
Town and ship's life has fallen into a routine. 
We get up at about 7 a.m. and head down to 
breakfast at about half-past and then, after 
eating anything from cereal to toast, eggs and 
bacon, it's not long until 9 a.m. and the first of 
our 3 hour 'bird counts' that we do daily. These 
entail standing on the highest part of the ship 
(the Monkey Island) observing all four 
quadrants come rain or shine, and then trying 
our best to identify the many different species 
that are out there, even though we are in the 
open Ocean. I am not sure we get them all right 
but it's fun anyway and very sociable. 
 
At 10.00 we come in and the next couple of 
hours see various bits of business - checking e-
mails (on a terribly slow and very intermittent 
connection), having planning meetings about 
unloading etc, and for me, sorting out the 
human science protocols for the winter 
crossing. It's then lunch - pretty good and up to 
3 courses, before the early afternoon bird-
watching hour. Later in the afternoon it's circuit 
training in the helicopter hangar before evening 
drinks at 5.30, an early supper at 6.30, reading , 
chatting and bed. It doesn't sound very exciting 
but somehow it is. 
 
I guess that excitement is something about the 
setting. Life on a ship is so vastly different to 
normal that it will take much longer yet to see 
it as mundane. It simply isn't normal for the 
floors to be moving and for climbing the stairs 
to vary from easy to hard as the ship pitches 
back and forth into what have primarily been 
seas straight onto the bow. Having said that, 
however, the seas have actually calmed down 
as we have headed further south.  After leaving 
Cape Town (about 33 South) we initially found 
ourselves moving into higher and higher winds 

My wish for rougher weather came true 
although I can’t say that it was a truly violent 
storm. It began on the evening of our 6th day out 
from Cape Town with winds building to Force 10 
overnight and the sea rising with them. By the 
time we got up on Day 7, the entire ocean 
around us was alive with heaving waves up to 
perhaps 40 feet, covered in boiling spume and 
foam which flew from their rolling, breaking 
tops. Fortunately, the ship was heading pretty 
much straight into them and so although we 
developed some spectacular fore-aft pitching, 
there was only an occasional roll of much 
moment and even fewer of the strange 
combined roll/pitch which results in a corkscrew 
action that seems to leave your stomach behind.  

Up on the Monkey Island , we were still doing 
the bird-watch shifts but now wrapped up to the 
eyes to cope with driving winds, hail and spray 
along with temperatures of 4C.  Not that we 
could actually see much for even when a bird did 
appear through the storm, it was impossible to 
hold binoculars still in the 60 knot gusts on a 
heaving deck, and many of us spent much of the 
time simply watching the bow rise up high above 
the horizon before crashing down and through 
the next wave wall - white and green water 
flooding the focsle.   

But there were birds out there.  Every so often a 
group of Fairy Prions would appear fluttering 
across the boiling sea surface, generally moving 
into the wind despite the impossibility that a 
Thrush-sized bird should do anything but be 
blown helplessly away. Less often we also saw 
Soft Plumed Petrels which we have christened 
the zig-zag birds in recognition of almost 
impetuous, high speed changes in direction, and 
then of course the Albatrosses were and still are 
with us, cruising past on stiff, unmoving 10 foot 
wings, arcing and gliding between the swells, 
dipping a wing tip in the water here and there, 
before suddenly banking and climbing to inspect 
us more closely – an elegant white and black 
dancer pirouetting in front of the clumsy, 
staggering red and yellow rain clad audience 
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and heavier and heavier seas for the first 3 days 
so that as we approached 40 South it was really 
becoming quite interesting as we were both 
blown and thrown around the Monkey Island.  
Now at 43 South and well into the 'Roaring 
Forties' it s actually become quite calm and the 
winds have dropped away but it's still long way 
to go to our final destination at around 70 
South which is the best part of 2500 miles from 
here. So there is still a long time to meet the 
really rough stuff which, in many ways, I quite 
fancy although some of my more sea-sick 
colleagues don't seem to relish the thought. 
Other than the excitement of a new bird 
species, or perhaps the repeated thrill of being 
joined by a massive Albatross (which to me 
remains exciting however often we see them) 
the only other big news was a pod of Minke 
whales that came past yesterday, spouting 
enthusiastically as they went by on a gloriously 
sunny evening. It's always a privilege to see 
these things and as we go further we are 
expecting to have more and more whale 
sightings to provide interest prior to our 
reaching the ice when we shall have interest all 
the time. 
 
Finally, I do perhaps inevitably spend some time 
thinking about the ‘What if....’  question - 
wondering whether I have made a terrible 
mistake in deciding not go on the winter 
Journey. Most of that time, I remain fairly 
content that I am not but sometimes I do feel 
frankly dismayed that I am not taking part in 
what is going to be an unbelievable challenge, 
especially since the whole idea was mine in the 
first place.  Still, there is nothing I can do about 
it now and overall I feel very lucky to be getting 
another opportunity to be heading for 
Antarctica. 
 
Very best wishes to everyone 
 
Mike 
 

with our binocular assisted gaze. 

Today is quite different. Through the first half of 
the night, we were rolled around our bunks with 
occasional crashing sounds signifying colleagues 
who had left something free instead of ensuring 
that it tied or wedged down.  But later the ship’s 
motion decreased and by morning we were 
simply riding on a gentle swell, with virtually no 
wind.  I even saw an Albatross flap its wings and 
thought that, as I started this sentence, that near 
unique sight was going to be the highlight of a 
potentially dull day in poor visibility. But literally 
as I was writing just now, I was interrupted by 
one of the officers from the bridge calling me 
outside and there, about 500 yards off, are our 
first two ice bergs - small but haunting, blue-
white towers drifting through the fog. 

So at last, on our 8th day out, we move into real 
Antarctic waters. At only 53 South, we still have 
more than a 1000 nautical miles to run before 
we reach land and not only do the satellite 
photos show that the last 100 miles is still 
>8/10ths pack, but also show two more massive 
storm systems.  The Captain hopes we will ‘sneak 
through between them’ but when asked what it 
would mean if we didn’t, he simply punched one 
fist into his other open hand. Nevertheless, 
storm or no storm, we do now know that even if 
it takes another week to get there, from here on 
in more whales, penguins and seals are going to 
appear and we are going to be lucky enough to 
experience first-hand what for most is the stuff 
of television.  

Very best wishes to all 

Mike 
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Antarctica 3: Whale Fever 
 

Antarctica 4: 69 South 
 

Today is the 11th of our voyage and although 
now surrounded by icebergs we remain in calm 
seas. I counted 17 this morning on the first bird 
watch but the radar shows nearer a hundred in 
our vicinity.  There are also increasingly 
frequent ‘growlers’ – ice fragments the size of 
cars or buses which, with only one tenth 
showing, are particularly difficult for the ship to 
avoid. Having said that, it doesn’t matter too 
much if she doesn’t since they won’t damage 
her hull – only generate scary noises as they 
bump and scrape past. 
 
To be honest the bird watching has actually 
been largely replaced by whale fever. Much to 
the dismay of our ‘official’ bird counter Adrian 
the Aussie, every time spouts are seen the 
entire group of us on the monkey deck abandon 
the quadrant we are meant to be observing and 
start watching these fabulous beasts hoping, 
usually in vain, that one or more will leap from 
the water or at least show enough of 
themselves for us to identify their species. This 
is surprisingly difficult to do when many 
sightings are simply vast curving backs with 
brief glimpses of a dorsal fin, followed by the 
occasional huge tail fluke. Yesterday, however, 
we were in luck when one of a large group of 
whales that had surrounded us obliged with a 
massive leap, followed by spectacular, 
Humpback-proving, white fin waving splash.  
The bergs also distract us. Coming in every 
shape and size, we travel through an endless 
marine equivalent of a sculpture garden with all 
works carved from blue-white-green and 
sometimes translucent marble, on a scale that 
simply is not matched in the conventional art 
world. And, as with everything else down here, 
we know we are privileged to attend the 
private viewing. 
 
Otherwise, the routines go on.  Mealtimes and 
sleep still anchor our body clocks in what is now 
approaching 24 hr daylight, as do thrice daily 
birding sessions and the early evening heli-
hangar work outs.  But there are also 
increasingly urgent meetings to attend and 

We hit the true pack at 6 a.m. today and now 12 
hours later we continue to slowly nose through 
it. The ship is weaving a tortuous route 
southward, constantly looking for the areas with 
more water than ice, to minimize the juddering 
deceleration when she hits any piece of real size.  
The whole process is fascinating to experience.  
It’s odd to look across areas of what could easily 
be a white and black landscape but to then 
notice that it is slowly undulating as long-
wavelength swells travel towards you, raise the 
ship gently and then progress on their way.  It’s 
also serenely beautiful. A surreal wonderland 
under a ghostly, pale grey light.  

Much of the pack is loose, less than 5/10 first 
year ice and as such is relatively easy to 
negotiate but every so often, we hit a band of 
denser 7 or8/10 cover, with older second or 
multi-year floes, that really slow things down 
and now, with less than 100 miles to go, we have 
not yet come to a complete halt nor needed to 
go into reverse. So far so good.  

Out on the bird watch things have changed. 
Most species have disappeared leaving only the 
Antarctic Petrels, a few Giant Petrels and an 
occasional, impossibly beautiful, all white Snow 
Petrel.  The occasional whale does appear here 
and there amongst the floes but they show little 
more than a short spout and momentary fin, and 
so far we have only seen two seals and a couple 
of solitary Emperor Penguins – little reward for 
each hour’s cold sojourn.  First thing this 
morning however, when we rushed from our 
bunks in response to the initial cut back on the 
engines and lurching shudders from the hull, I 
was treated to a close-up view of a Giant Petrel. 
Standing on the port bridge wing, a clearly more 
curious member of the species came right up 
beside me, so close I could have touched it. 
Instead I snapped a photo – the whole frame 
filled by its near shoulder, an enormous head 
and beak and its far three or four foot wing.  
Another moment of sheer privilege on this 
unusual journey.   

The remainder of today was also different for 
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tasks to undertake as we try to determine the 
best way to get everything sorted during this 
ever shortening final pre-expedition period, 
knowing that in 3 days time we will almost 
certainly be into a 24hr-a-day unloading 
process, aiming to minimize the time that the 
ship spends, potentially vulnerable, inside the 
now roving late summer pack. With that in 
mind, I suspect that this may be the last of my 
‘blogs’ until we have completed the unloading 
although with the satellite photos still showing 
>9/10 ice in the sea area for which we are 
heading, there may yet be days spare when I 
can sit down, think of you all back home and 
wonder what I might say for on that day’s 
Antarctic ‘shipping news’. I hope you won’t find 
it unfriendly, if I say that meanwhile I am not 
jealous of your creature comforts! 
 
Mike 
 
 

 

most of the expedition members.  With our 
arrival into a truly Polar  environment, came the 
first opportunity to take photos for the 
numerous sponsors of this expedition, coupling 
promotional banners or badges from each, with 
the six-man wintering team against an icy 
background. Needless to say, it was painfully 
cold and increasingly irritating work which I 
personally rather deftly avoided by remaining 
assigned to the bird watch as one of the more 
ornithological minded of the group. Thea 
however was less lucky, not least since she was 
one of the prime organizers of the ‘shoot’ and 
hence not only did she have to stay throughout 
but also to make notes with bare or thinly gloved 
hands whilst she did so – not a lot of fun.  

Assuming the ice does not stop us, we are now 
due to reach our potential landing point in 
Crown Bay tomorrow, Sunday.  There, we will 
discover whether we will be unloading onto sea 
ice, easy but dangerous with such heavy tracked 
vehicles, or directly onto ice-shelf which is 
immensely stronger, albeit potentially more 
threatening to the ship itself in terms of iceberg 
calving risk. Either way, it’s going to be a slow 
process, not least because the Captain is 
determined not to tie on and shut down in case 
moving ice demands rapid evasive action. The 
ship will therefore be held in position using bow 
thrusters and/or main engines for the entire 
week or so it will take to unload.  

So, there you have it. One more ‘blog’ squeezed 
in before the work begins, mainly because we 
cancelled the ‘gym’ session to give our muscles a 
break before the hard graft starts.  

Love or best wishes to all as appropriate 

Mike 

 
 


